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THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST STRUGGLE: 

GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE HATE GERMANY 
  

Our answer is still the same one we gave our internal enemies of yore. You know, my old Party comrades, that 

our victory in 1933 was not an easy one. It was an incredible struggle that was waged for almost 15 years; an 

almost futile struggle. Because you must imagine, my Party comrades, that we did suddenly receive a large 

following from fate. A handful of people started this. And these people painfully first secured their positions 

and then enlarge them. A handful of people turned into 100, then 1,000, and then 10,000 and 100,000 and 

finally the first million was reached. And then this evolved to two million, then three and four. We grew during 

an ongoing war against a thousand enemies and attacks and rapes and breaches of the law, and this struggle 

made us strong, internally strong. And so, these 15 years after we took power, we know that this is not a gift 

from heaven for someone that has not earned it, but the reward for a unique struggle, a brave perseverance in 

the struggle for power. 

  

And when I, in the year 1933, was given this power and took responsibility, along with the National Socialist 

movement, for the German future, it became clear to me that freedom would not be given lightly to our people. 

It also became clear that the struggle was not finished; instead, it was being waged on a larger scale. Because 

our goal was not the triumph of the National Socialist movement, but the liberation of our German people. That 

was the goal. 

  

Everything I have created since then is geared to this goal. The Party, the Arbeitsfront, SA, SS, all other 

organizations, the Wehrmacht, the army, the air force, the navy, they exist not just to exist but to help fulfill our 

goal. Securing the freedom of our German people looms above everything else. Of course I tried, just as I did 

domestically, through persuasion, through negotiating, by calling on their reason, to achieve our necessary, 

indispensable claims. Several times in several different areas, it worked. Already in 1938 one had to notice, that 

the old war hawks were gaining the upper hand again in those states opposing us. I started warning then. What 

is one supposed to think, if first a treaty is signed by both parties in Munich, and then one party returns back to 

London and starts badmouthing this treaty and saying it is a shame, yes, when he vows that this will not occur a 

second time; in other words: that voluntary communication is not thinkable any more for the future.             

  

At that time, the outsiders stood up in those so-called democracies. I immediately issued warnings about this, 

because it is obvious. The German people did not feel any kind of hate against the French or the British. The 

French people, the British people - the German people wanted only to live in friendship and peace with them. 

Germany has claims, which do not hurt these other peoples at all, which do not take anything away from them. 

  

The German people has never learned to carry on hate. Then in Britain, certain circles began their impertinent, 

intolerable assaults. And then came the moment when I had to say to myself: I cannot watch this anymore, I 

have to answer to this agitation. For we do not educate the German people to hate the British. We do not 

educate it to hate the French, while in France and Britain the agitators day after day bait the British and French 

peoples, through the press and at rallies, to hate against the Germans. One day the agitators will be the 

government. Then they will realize their plans, and the German people will not know where this is coming 

from. So I gave the order to educate the German people about this agitation. From that moment on I was 

convinced, if necessary, to ensure the defense of the Reich.  

 

OVER 

  



Now, in 1939 these Western powers decided to drop the mask behind which they ere hiding, they 

declared war on Germany against all of our endeavors, even though we tried to accommodate and oblige 

them. Today, they are unembarrassed to admit: Yes, Poland would have probably acquiesced, but we did not 

want that. They admit today that it would have easily been possible to effect an understanding. But they did not 

want that. They wanted war. Okay! My internal enemies often told me the same thing. Often, I reached out a 

hand towards them. They slapped it back. They also cried: No, not reconciliation, not communication, we want 

a fight! So they got their fight! And the only thing I can tell France and Britain is: They will get the fight as 

well! 
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